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Abstract: The aim of the present work is to use one of the machine learning techniques named the genetic program-
ming (GP) to model the p-p interactions through discovering functions. In our study, GP is used to simulate
and predict the multiplicity distribution of charged pions (P(nch)), the average multiplicity (〈nch〉) and the
total cross section (σtot) at different values of high energies. We have obtained the multiplicity distribution
as a function of the center of mass energy (

√
s) and charged particles (nch). Also, both the average multi-

plicity and the total cross section are obtained as a function of
√
s. Our discovered functions produced by

GP technique show a good match to the experimental data. The performance of the GP models was also
tested at non-trained data and was found to be in good agreement with the experimental data.
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1. Introduction

High energy physics (HEP) research focuses on the fun-damental particles and forces in the universe. The leptons,like the electrons and muons, and the quarks from whichthe strongly interacting particles, such as the proton andneutron, are formed constitute the fundamental particles.Extremely high energy collisions are required to get theseparticles close enough to study and understanding the in-teractions between them [1–6].
One of the fundamental interactions in high-energyphysics is the proton-proton (p-p) interaction particularly
∗E-mail: e_eldahshan@yahoo.com

above the threshold of pion production. The history ofstudies of this interaction is therefore very long and ex-tremely interesting from both the experimental and theo-retical points of view. Different models are provided for thehadron structure [7–10], such as the three-fireball model[11], quark models [12–14], fragmentation model [15–17]and many others.
The application of artificial intelligence (or the machinelearning) such as genetic programming (GP) has a strongpresence in the high energy physics [18–22]. The effortto understand the interactions of fundamental particlesrequires complex data analysis for which machine learn-ing (ML) algorithms are vital. Machine learning (ML) al-gorithms are becoming useful as alternate approaches toconventional techniques [23]. The complex behavior of thep-p interactions due to the nonlinear relationship between
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the interaction parameters and the output often becomescomplicated. In this sense, ML techniques such as artifi-cial neural network [24], genetic algorithm [25] and geneticprogramming [26] can be used as alternative tool for thesimulation of these interactions [18–22, 27–32].Genetic programming (GP) is known as a techniquewith the capability of generating mathematical equations,which are able to define models for the given trainingdata. Genetic programming was proposed by Koza [26].GP is founded on the basic principle of Darwin’s theoryof evolution in nature. GP attempts and succeeds at ap-plying the evolutionary theory in order to find the bestor the most appropriate equation (solution) for a problem.The motivation of using a GP approach is its ability toevolve a model based entirely on prior data without theneed of making underlying assumptions. Another moti-vation for applying such machine learning approach (e.g.GP) is simply the lack of knowledge (in most cases) aboutthe mathematical dependence of the quantity of intereston the relevant measured variables [33].In this paper, we have discovered the functions thatdescribe the multiplicity distribution of charged pions(p(nch)), the average multiplicity (〈nch〉) and the total crosssection (σtot) of p-p interactions at different values of highenergies using the GP technique. This paper is organizedon five sections. Section 2, gives a review to the basicsof the GP technique. Section 3 explains how GP is usedto model the P-P interaction. Finally, the results andconclusion are provided in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
2. Genetic programming overview
Genetic programming is an extension to Genetic Algo-rithms (GA). GA is an optimization and search techniquebased on the principles of genetics and natural selection.A GA allows a population composed of many individuals(chromosome) to evolve under specified selection rules toa state that maximizes the “fitness” (i.e. minimizes thecost function). The GP is similar to genetic algorithmsbut unlike the latter its solution is a computer programor an equation as against a set of numbers in the GA. Agood explanation of various concepts related to GP canbe found in Koza (1992) [26, 34].In GP a random population of individuals (equations orcomputer programs) is created, the fitness of individualsis evaluated and then the ‘parents’ are selected out ofthese individuals. The parents are then made to yield‘offspring’s’ by following the process of reproduction, mu-tation and crossover. The creation of offspring’s continues(in an iterative manner) until a specified number of off-spring’s in a generation are produced and further until

another specified number of generations are created. Theresulting offspring at the end of all this process is the so-lution of the problem. The GP thus transforms one popula-tion of individuals into another one in an iterative mannerby following the natural genetic operations like reproduc-tion, mutation and crossover. Each individual contributeswith its own genetic information to the building of newones (offspring) adapted to the environment with higherchances of surviving. This is the basis of genetic algo-rithms and programming. The representation of a solutionfor the problem provided by the GP algorithm is a tree(Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Tree representation of the program (A ∗ B) + (6− C8 ).

Figure 2. Crossover and mutation processes.

A tree is a model representation that contains nodes andleaves. Nodes are mathematical operators (multiplication,addition, subtraction, and division, …). Leaves are termi-nals (the attributes of the dataset and random numbers).
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Trees are manipulated through genetic operators (repro-duction, mutation and crossover). The crossover operatorpoints a tree branch and exchanges it with another branchand obtains new trees. The mutation operator changes thebranch for a random new branch. Reproduction means anexact duplication of the program if it is found to be ac-ceptable by the fitness criteria (Fig. 2). The length of thechromosome is variable.To select individuals for crossover, mutation, reproductionand to determine how good the individuals are at solvingthe given problem, fitness functions are employed. Thefitness function assesses how an individual is fitted to theenvironment of a domain problem, after calculating thefitness for all individuals. There are many varieties fitnessfunction such as number of hits, relative squared error(RSE), mean squared error (MSE) etc. that can be appliedfor evaluating performance of generated computer program(solution) [35]. GP evolves computer programs to solveproblems by executing the following steps (Fig. 3):
Step 1: One or more initial population of individuals israndomly generated with functions and terminals

related to the problem domain.
Step 2: The implementation of GP iteratively performs thefollowing steps until the termination criterion hasbeen satisfied:

i. The fitness value of every individual is esti-mated according to a selected fitness mea-sure.ii. All individuals in the population are sortedbased on their fitness values.iii. The next generation is produced using the ge-netic operations (reproduction, crossover andmutation).iv. The termination criterion is checked. If it isnot satisfied, the next iteration is performed;if satisfied go to step 3.
Step 3: The result may be a solution to the problem do-main.

Figure 3. The flow chart of GP.

3. The proposed genetic program-
ming for the p-p interaction
The aim is the implementation of a genetic model ableto automatically extract intelligible functions for predic-

tion of p-p interactions. As the nature of the outputs ofthe p-p interactions (multiplicity distribution of chargedparticles, average multiplicity and total cross sections) iscompletely different from each other, we have proposedthree individual GP models trained separately using ex-
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perimental data to simulate the proton-proton collision.The first one (GPI model) is for modeling the multiplicitydistribution p(nch), the second one (GPII model) for aver-age multiplicity 〈nch〉 and the last one (GPIII model) fortotal cross section (σtot).The first GP model (GPI model) was configured to havethe total center of mass energy √s, and the number ofcharged particles multiplicity (nch) as inputs. The outputis the corresponding probability of this charged multiplic-ity p(nch) at the given √s (See Figure 4).The second GP model (GPII model), which calculates theaverage multiplicity 〈nch〉, is configured to have the totalcenter of mass energy √s, as input and the average mul-tiplicity as an output. The third GP model (GPII model),which calculates the total cross section, is configured tohave the total center of mass energy √s, as input and thetotal cross section as an output.

Figure 4. A block diagram of the GPI model.

In order to construct proposed models and to show thegeneralization capability of GP, the database produced inthe experimental part is subdivided into two sets, namelytraining and test sets. The proposed models were devel-oped based on the former while the latter was employed totest the proposed models to measure their generalizationcapabilities.The fitness criterion was used to measure the error be-tween the actual and the predicted value of the experi-mental data. The statistical error criteria of mean squareerror (MSE) and correlation coefficient (CC) have beenused in this study as performance metric [35] to comparethe GP predictions with the actual observations (experi-mental data) and these were evaluated by using Matlab.The performance metrics given by equations (1) and (2).
MSE = 1

N

N∑
i=1 [XiAC − XiPR ]2, (1)

CC =
N∑
i=1
[(XiAC − X̄iAC )(XiPR − X̄iPR )]√

N∑
i=1
(
XiAC − X̄iAc

)2 N∑
i=1
(
XiPR − X̄iPR

)2 , (2)
where XAC and XPR are the experimental and predictedvalues, respectively, XAC and XPR are the mean of theexperimental and predicted values respectively.

4. Results

The p-p interaction is characterized experimentally bythree main features; the probability of getting a numberof charged particles (the multiplicity distribution p(nch)),average multiplicity (〈nch〉) and the total cross section(σtot). The experimental data of p-p interactions havebeen measured, by using different giant accelerators andfrom cosmic rays, over the largest range of energies (upto √s ≈ 63 GeV for the multiplicity distribution, up to√
s ≈ 103 GeV for the average multiplicity and up to√
s ≈ 10 TeV for the total cross sections) [36–47]1. TheGP is implemented using the experimental data to pro-duce three different models, GPI, GPII, and GPIII thatwill simulate p(nch), 〈nch〉 and (σtot), respectively, for thep-p interactions at the given range of energies. The GPmodels were constructed with training sets and the ac-curacy was verified by the test sets. In order to gener-ate the GP models we have implemented the GP steps(Fitness evaluation, reproduction, crossover and mutation)that were mentioned in Section 2 several times. Our dis-covered functions are generated using the obtained controlGP parameters, which are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Shows our obtained optimal GP control parameters.

GPParameters GPI Model GPII Model GPIII Model
generations 100 80 90populations 500 500 500Function set +,-, *,/,ln, sin; cos +,-, *,/,ln; +,-, *,/,log, sqrt;Terminal Set √

s and nch √
s

√
sFitnessfunction MSE MSE MSE

Selectionmethod tournament tournament tournament
Mutation rate 0.01 0.01 0.01Crossover rate 0.9 0.9 0.9

According to GPI we have obtained the corresponding tree(Fig. 5) and its equivalent discovered function (Eq. (3))generated for the multiplicity distribution of pions p(nch)at √s = 13.91, 19.67, 23.89, 31.07, 45.07 and 52.99 GeV.
1 http://durpdg.dur.ac.uk/HEPDATA/
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Figure 5. The generated tree from GPI model for the multiplicity distribution of charged pions for p-p interaction.

The multiplicity distribution of pions p(nch) as a functionof √s and nch is given explicitly as follows:
p (nch) = sin(sin[(f1 + f2)(ln √snch

)−1])
, (3)

where
f1 = cos{cos [ln(1 + (nch)−1 × sin(ln(ln √snch

)))]}
,

f2 = (nch)−1 [1 + sin((ln(nch))× (ln √snch
)−1)]

.

(4)

The comparison between p(nch) calculated by employingour discovered function (Eq. (3)) and the corresponding ex-perimental data at √s = 13.91, 19.67, 23.89, 31.07, 45.07and 52.99 GeV is shown in Fig. 6.
The trained GPI model shows a good fitting with exper-imental data [36–47]2. It is worth mentioning that theGPI training data did not include the experimental dataat √s = 27.63 and 62.9 GeV. This means that the dis-covered function of GPI model not only simulated thetrained experimental data but also predicted the p(nch)at √s = 27.63 and 62.9 GeV as shown in Fig. 7.
2 http://durpdg.dur.ac.uk/HEPDATA/
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Figure 6. Comparison between the multiplicity distribution of pions p(nch) calculated by employing our discovered function (Eq. (3)) and the
corresponding experimental data [36–47]a at

√
s = 13.91, 19.67, 23.89, 31.07, 45.07 and 52.99 GeV: (—-) GPI model, (O) experimental

data.

ahttp://durpdg.dur.ac.uk/HEPDATA/

Figure 7. Comparison between the experimental and predicted multiplicity distribution of pions p(nch) at
√
s = 27.63 and 62.9 GeV.

According to the GPII, we have obtained another tree (Fig. 8) and discovered function (Eq. (5)) which relate 〈nch〉 with√
s at high and ultrahigh energies (up to √s = 103 GeV).The average multiplicity of p-p interaction as function of √s is obtained as follows:

〈nch〉 = ln [(0.416√
s

+ 0.24268)((ln f) + (√s+ 0.65342))]× ln(−14.327 [(√s)3 −√s]) , (5)
where

f = [0.04255√s+ ln (ln√s)× (1− (√s− ln√s))]× [51.934√s ln√s] . (6)
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Figure 8. Tree of the average multiplicity of p-p interaction.

Figure 9. The energy dependence of the average multiplicity of
charged particles in p-p interaction using GPII model. Ex-
perimental data (ISR and SPS) taken from [36–47]3: (—-)
GPII model, (O) experimental data.

The results of Eq. (5) are shown in Fig. 9 which shows thebest agreement between 〈nch〉 calculated by GPII model

and the corresponding experimental data [36–47]3. Themonotonic increase of 〈nch〉 with √s is shown in Fig. 9which represents the results obtained by Eq. (5).Finally, based on GPIII, the generated tree (Fig. 10) andthe corresponding third discovered function (Eq. (7)) thatsimulate the total cross-section σtot of p-p interactions athigh and ultrahigh energies (up to √s ∼ 10 TeV) are givenbelow.
σtot = log[g1 log((log (10 +√s))

+ ((log√s) 12 − 9.319725))+ g2
]

× log((1.66946√s)+ 0.229828.0158
)
,

(7)

where
3 http://durpdg.dur.ac.uk/HEPDATA/
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g1 = 1√
s

[[(0.9031√s)× (10− 0.64621√
s

)(√
s+ 0.18555)] 12 + 10] ,

g2 = √s×{[(log√s) 12 − 9.319725]+√s(0.01855 + (√s) 12)} . (8)

Figure 10. The Tree generated from GPIII model for p-p total cross-section.

The third discovered function (Eq. (7)) shows the energydependence of the total cross-section σtot . Fig. 11 il-lustrates the calculated σtot according to GPIII modelwhich gives the best fitting with the experimental data.We conclude from Fig. 11 that as √s increases σtot in-creases. The predicted σtot of the present work for √s =14 TeV is 102 mb but the corresponding prediction of V.A.Abramovsky et. al. [48] is 101.3 mb, which confirms thereliability of our model.

The statistical parameters MSE and CC are calculated tomeasure the deviation between the experimental (actual)and predicted values. The smaller the values of MSE thecloser the predicted values to the experimental values. Asthe values of CC become larger, the matching betweenthe calculated and the actual values becomes better. Ourobtained MSE and CC for the three models are given inTable 2, which shows also that the performance of themodels is appropriate.
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Figure 11. Total cross-section for p-p interaction as a function of
√
s

at high and ultrahigh energies. Experimental data (ISR,
UA5 and SPS) of cosmic rays taken from [36–47]a: (—-)
GPIII model, (O) experimental data.

ahttp://durpdg.dur.ac.uk/HEPDATA/

Table 2. The statistical parameters of our GP models.

Model MSE CCGP model I 0.0001 0.990GP model II 0.0004 0.985GP model III 0.0008 0.983

5. Conclusion
Genetic programming, with its advantage of discoveringmathematical equations, has been shown to be an ef-ficient method for modeling the p-p interactions. Thispaper presents an efficient approach for calculating themultiplicity distribution (p(nch)) of charged particles, theaverage multiplicity (〈nch〉) and the total cross section(σtot) of p-p interactions at different values of high en-ergies through the obtained discovered functions. All thediscovered functions show an excellent match to the ex-perimental data. Moreover, the discovered functions arecapable of predicting the experimental data that are notused in the training set. The present study has shown thatthe GP approach can be employed successfully to modelthe p-p interactions at high energies.
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